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~~~Ocean—bottom seismo rap s (OBS’ a) were used in a combined r~~

fraction and microearthquake monitoring experiment at the eastern ‘
~~~
‘

junction of the Oceanographer transform with the mid—Atlantic ridge

at 35°N. Microear thquake activity at the junction occurred over a

zone at least 7 las wide. Nicroearthquakea that were located define

a linear zone of faulting up, to 12 bi in length and about 3 las in

width that is oblique to both the local strike of the median valley

and transform valley and the present direction of spreading. These

microearthquakes appear to be associated with fault scarpa that form

the inner walls on the west and north sides of the median and trans—
-j

form valleys. ~~A simple transform fault , parallel to the east-west

spreading direcè4on at this latitude, was not delinea ted by the micro—

earthquakes even ~bough the focal-mechanism solution of a taleaei ic

earthquake located at the western end of the transform clearly shows

transform faulting in approximately an east-west direction . The
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teleseismic observations support the suggestion of others that portions

of the transform are curr ently under compressio n as a result of a

recent change in the dir ection of spreading . The limited microearth—

quake observations , although suggesting that the transit ion of faulting

between the northern median valley and the eastern port ion of the

transform is gradual and probably complicated , does not conf irm the

hypothesis that the transform is under compression since a complicated

pattern of fau lting is observ ed by others at the junction of a large

transform that is not under compression. Finally , the refraction

experiment defined a 3 las/sec layer , 1 las thic k , that over lies material

with a compressional velocity of 5.6 las/sec near one of the OBS ’s. A

prominent , 8 las long , shadow zone for ground—wave arrivals was observed

from one of the refraction profiles . This shadow zone is interpreted

as suggesting that signif icant lateral changes in velocity structure

occur along the transform valley .
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INTRODUCTION

In the last few years techniques and data have become available

to study the seismicity and tectonics associated with fracture zones

in detail. Reid and Macdonald f 1973] and Macdonald and Luyendyk

[19171 observe that faulting associated with present—day microear th—

quake activi ty is conf ined to a narrow zone about 1 lan wide along~ 
-

small transforms of the North Atlantic. Submersible studies , however ,

show for the same transforms that the transform valley is def ined by

a series of parallel faults that occur over a wider zone than the pre-

sently active transform faulting (Arcyana, 1975] . Microear thquake

activity in these small transforms , presumably strike—slip faulting,

continues up to the intersection of these small transforms with the

center of the adjacent median valleys tReid and Macdonald, 1973;

Macdonald and Luyendyk, 1977]. On the other hand , Prothero et al.

( 1976] and Reid (1976] observe that microearthquake activity , and thus

the pattern of fault ing , is more complicated near the intersection of

the Rivera transform with the East Pac if ic Rise. They suggest that

en echelon fault ing occur s on several fault planes parallel to this

transform . Several studies also show that aicroearthqu akes are con-

fined to th. portion of the fractur e zone between adjacent spreading

centers [Reid and Macdonald , 1973 ; Prothero at al., 1976; Reid, 1976;

Francis, 19761 , which supports the theory of sea—floor spreading and

transform fault ing on a local—scsi.. Observations of fault scarps

that both parallel and cut obliquely across transform valleys of small T

fracture zones in the North Atlantic (Whitmarsh and Laughton, 1976;

Sean . ~~1 Laughton, 1977] suggest that on a U scal. th, simple

_ _ _  
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model of transform faulting (Wilson, 1965; Sykes, 1967] may need

modif ication .

In this paper we pre sent the results of an ocean—bottom seismo-

graph (OBS) experiment that monitored inicroearthquakes and a re-

fraction survey near the junction of the Oceano grapher fractur e zone

with the mid—Atlantic ridge at 35°N, 35°W (Figure 1). This study

represents the first observations of microearthquake activity near

the junction of a major fracture zone with a slow spreading systam

(about 1 cm/yr half spreading rate) . We compare the results of the OBS

study with the bathymetry of the Oceanographer transfo rm that was

recently published by Schroeder [1977] and Fox et al. [1978], and with

the focal—mechanism solution of an earthquake record ed by the Wor ld—

Wide Standard Seismograph Network (WWSSN) to examine the tecto nics of

the transform on both a small and large scale.

The Oceanographer fracture zone offsets the mid—Atlantic ridge

about 128 lan in a right lateral sense (Fox et al., 1978] and is the

first major fractur e zone along the North American/African plate boun-

dary south of the Azores triple junction (Figur e 1). Since its initial

survey in 1967 , several studies of the bathymetry and rocks dredg ed

from the fracture zones have been published in the literature [Fox at

al., 1969 ; Pithan at al., 1974; Shibata and Pox, 1975; Pox at *1.,

1976] . The discussion of the bathyinetry of the Oceanographer trans-

form in this paper are based on the recent work of Schroeder [1977]

and Fox st al. [1978].

Fox at al. observe that the transform portion of the fractur e

zone is clearly delineated by the 3000 m contour and a deep, V—shaped

valley. The valley is narrow and well-defined along most of the tr am.-

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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form but broadens into large, triangular depres sions at both of the

intersection s with the ridge axis • The floor of the transform is

characterized by relief of about 500 a to 1400 a. Fox at al. and

Schroeder recognize two trends along the Oceanographer transform: a

N74 W direction near the center of the transform that they interpret

as an older spreading direction; a N88 E direction near both ridge!

transform intersections that presumably is parallel to the present

spreading direction at this latitude (Figur e U). They hypothesiz e

that a recent change (about 3 m.y. ago) in the pole of relative motion

between the North Amer ican and African plates , record ed by the N74 W

and the N88 E trends of the transform valley , places the crust of the

central portion of the transform under compression and that the trans-

form is defor~fng to el1~ {r’*te the rid ge over lap .

The results of this study are consistent with th. hypothesis pre-

sented by Schroeder ( 1977] and Fox at al. [1978] . In fact , the focal—

mechanism solut ion of a tsieseisaic ear thquak. suggests that the main

response of at least part of the transform to plats motion is by

strike—slip faulting oblique to the main bathy metric tr ends of the

central portion of the transform valley and parallel to the pres ent-day

spreading direction. The distribution of microearthquake activity at

the eastern junction of the transform with the axis of the aid—Atlantic

ridge suggests that the transition between faulting along the ridge

axis and the Oceano grapher transform is gradual with significant

aicroea r thquake activity locat ed over a wide zone, including the meils

north of the trans form and west of the adjacent a dian valley . Finally,

ther e is evidence from the refrac tion survey that supports the idea of

lateral changes in velocity struc ture within the transform valley .
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OBS WERD~~IT

In November 1974 two ocean—bottom seismographs wer e deployed

f rom the R/V V~~~ as receivers in a combined seismic refraction and

aicroearthqu ake monitoring exper iment at the junction of the trans form

section of the Oceanographer frac tur e zone and the mid—Atlantic ridge.

Figure 2 shows the positions of the OB$’s with respect to the median

valley and the transform . 01$ 1 was deployed about 12 lan west of the

median valley in the central valley of the transform. OBS 3 was de-

ployed 9.7 lan ~~E of 015 1. Both OBS units recorded continuously on

the sea—floor for about 5 days . P~~~fnation of reflection profiles

and precision depth recordings (3 .5 kBz ) taken from several V~ (&

cru ises in the vicinity of the deployment s suggest that the bottom was

• extremely rough with little or no sediment cover.

A few hours before the instruments wer e scheduled to release from

the bottom, four shor t refraction profiles were shot west to east and

south to north over the OBS array (Figur e 2). Tetrytol was used as

the explosive. Two charges were used , 1.4 kg and 2.5 kg.

OBS units used in this experiment were equipped with a hydropho ne 
~ I

and two geophones (horizontal and vertical). These instrument s are

discussed in more detail by McDonald at al. ( 1977]. Although 01$ 1

operated properly , recording refractions from the seismic profiles and

aicroearthquakes, there wer e difficulties with 01$ 3. The hydrophone

channel of 015 3 did not record any data and we did not observe

seismic phases on the geophone channels that we could interpret as

• ground waves from shots. The geophone channels of 03$ 3 , however , did

record aicroearthquakas and water waves from shots •

~~——-.---- —~~~~ • .--• — -~~
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MICROEARTW~JAXE SURVEY

One problem of tectonic importance is how spreading processes at

the median valley change near the tran sform valley . Several workers

have addressed this problem near small transforms in the North Atlantic

by detai led mapping of the basement, submersible studies and micro—

earthquake surveys. Our purpose was to study the sei~~icity at the

junction of the median valley with a major transform fault (greater

than 100 lan offset) to determine if the transition of fault ing

between the median valley and the transform valley is gradual or

abrupt. Though this study is limited by the use of only two OBS ’s,

it argues that the transitio n at 35°N is gradual over a scale of about
S

20 lan .

Sei~~icity

Both OBS units rec orded continuously on the sea—floor for abou t

5 days (Figure 2). 03$ 3 recorded up to 111 microearthquakes during

129 hours on the bottom; OBS 1 recorded 75 microeartbquakes in 110

hours. Only 20 of these events wer e large enough to be recorded by

both instr uments. Two of the largest events were from the central

portion of the transform, 70 to 90 ke away . The rest of these events

were very small and apparently occurred near each of the instru ments.

Figure 3 suw *rizes the number of events recorded by OBS 1 and OBS 3

during tb. 5 days . (The data in Figur e 3 wer e not corrected for

distance.) With the exception of two short increa ses in activity near

- • - --~•- --- ~~~~ - - --•- ~~~~“-- C——- — -
~~~

—
~~~~ I
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OBS 3 , seismicity near both OBS units was similar with an average of

15 to 20 events per day .

The seismicity is comparable to rates of about 10 events per day

observed by Reid and Macdonald (1973] and 36 events per day by Spindel

at al. (1974] near the FAMOUS area at - 37°N on the mid—Atlantic r idge .

Francis at al (1977] point out , however, that the level, of seismicity

near the FM(OUS area can vary during a few months as much as two

orders of magnitude along adjacent transform faults. Thus , the level

of activi ty during the shor t rec ording int erval of this study may not

be represen tative of the long—term activity of the junction of the

Oceanographer fractur e zone .

In contrast to the nearly constan t level of seismicity in the

vicinity of 03$ 1, two Increases in the rate of events were detected

• at OBS 3. During day 335 (Figure 3),  33 events with signal levels

higher than the background noise were recorded in 12 minutes. The

distribut ion of these events as a function of time is presented in

Figure 4. These events probab ly occurred only a few hundred meters

from OBS 3 , which was located on the northern edge of a large topo—

• graphic depression (outlined by the 4200 a contour in Figur e 2) that

d~~ tn~tes the junction between the transform valley and the median

valley. Because these events were very close to OBS 3 , it was diff i—

cult to identify separate P and S arrival s to conf irm that this group

of events was a microearthquake swarm. Although we suggest that these

events represented a micr oear thquake swarm , it is possible that they

were the result of either small submar ine slides or biological noise

at the instrument.
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A microearthquake swarm that occurr ed near OBS 3 is shown in Fig-

ure 3 by the increase in event activity on day 337 . Reid and

Macdonald (1973] observe a swarm of microearthqu akes along the edge

of the ba thymetric depression at the west end of transform A at 37°N.

Prothero et al. [1976] rep ort a swarm sequence near the junction of

the East Pacific Rise with the Rivera frac tur e zone .

Mogi (1963] suggests that swarm sequences are limited to areas

with a heterogeneous distribution of material properties and stress

concentration. Ear thquake swarms are typical of volcanic areas and of

areas of submarine rifting [Sykes, 1970]. The faulting mechanism of

swarms observed teleseismicafly are characterized by either normal

faulting ( Sykes, 1970] or strike—slip faulting [Tatham and Savino,

1974] . Elein et al. [1977] , in a detail study of a swarm in the

• transitional region between the Reykja nes ridge and the south Iceland

transform fault , observed a swarm characteriz ed by both normal and

strike—slip faulting in the same zone of earth quake activity. Sim-

ilar ly, the portion of crust between the median valley and the

Oceanographer transform may correspond to the typ e of ar ea suggested by

Mogi and be characterized by a complicated pattern of faulti ng instead

of a single type of faulting . Macdonald and Luyendyk [1977], however,

observed a microearthquake swarm and a narrow zone of aicroearth quakes

that can be reconciled with a single transform fault along transform A

at 37°N. Hill 11977] recently published a work ing model of the stress

orientation and faulting mechanisms for earthquake swarms in trans-

itional region s between spread ing centers and transform faults.

t
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Character of Seismograms

We found that the large amplitud e of the S phase recorded on the

hor izontal channel of both OBS ’ s useful for counting small events that

are below the background noise levels on the hydrophone and vertical

channels. For microear thquakes with signals above the background noise

level several different phases were identified. In Figure 5 seismo-

grams of two different microearthquakes axe presented as examples of

the observed phases. P phases wer e recorded on all channels. The

best signal—to—noise ratio for the P phase was on the hydrophone

channel of OBS 1 and the vertical channel of OBS 3 • S phases were re-

cord ed on the vertical and horizontal, channels of both OBS ‘s. The

hydrophone channel recorded compressional phases (R1, R2 and R3) that

• reflect up to several times at the sea surface. The surface—r eflected

phases were recorded only by the hydrophone since this phase arrives

at the OBS through the . T phases were observed on the hydro—

phone channel for events with S and P times greater than 2 • 0 sec.

At closer distances the T phase begins to interfere with the surface —

reflected phases . The presenc e of the T phas e suggests a shallow

source for microearthquakes recorded at sea (Francis et al., 1977].

In this paper we use the same nomenclature for identifying micr oearth—

quake phases as Francis and Porter (1973].

We also identify a coinpressional phase , p ’, that occurs between

P and S on the seismograms of the larger events • The signal—to—noise

ratio was not favorable on the seismograms of the smaller events to

positively identify P’ for these events. Both instruments recorded

P ’ . Although recorded on all channels, this phase was beat observed on

— ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ 
-
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the hydrophone channel suggesting propagation as a compressiona l wave.

Francis et al. [1977] also observe, during OBS studies on the mid—

Atlantic ridge, coinpressional phases similar to the P’ that we observe

her e (also designated P’ by then). They interpret P’ as a direct

compressional phase that prop aga~~ ’3 at shallow depths in the low velow

city surface layer ( equivalent to the layer 2A of Talvani et al., 1971] .

Earthquakes with these phases are probably located in the low—velocity

surfac e layer . This appears to be a reasonable interpretation of P’ .

They do not , however , observe this phase on the horizontal channel .

The time difference measured on OBS 1 between P’ and P , (P ’—P) ,

varies between 0.45 sec and 0.73 sec. Although there is scatter in the

(P’—P) times as a function of range to the OBS’s, there is a tendency

for (P’—P) to increase with range. The increase in (P’—P) with range

suggests that P ’ may be refracted at shallower depths than P. It is

not possible here to make a more detailed study of this phase.

Location of Microearthguakes

In general , assumptions about the velocity struc ture of the crust

and the focal depths of micro earth quakes are necessary to locate

inicroe ar thqu akes from a two—sta tion array. The refraction results ,

discussed later , suggest that 5.6 lan/sec is the dominant crustal velo-

city in the centra l valley near the OBS ’ a. Therefore, ranges from the

OBS ‘5 to the microearthquakes are computed assuming a half—sp ace model

• with a V
P 

— 5.6 km/sac , V5 — V~, IT. and a zero focal depth in the

half—space. These are obviously gross assumptions , since as we show

later , there is the possibility of substantial changes in the veloci y

L ~~~~~• • • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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structure along the transform valley . Nevertheles s, as mentioned

earlier , the presence of the T phase for longer—range events is con-

sistent with the assumption of shallow focal dep th . Epicenter s cal—

cu].ated from the data set , using a range of reasonable values for V
~~~ I 

p

and f ocal depths, generally move only a few kilometers without changing

the conclusions of this study.

• Seven microear thqu akes are located this way using phases picked

on both the geophone and hydrophone channels. These events have S

minus P times between 1.10 sec and 2.83 sec. There is, however, an

• ambiguity in the locations; that is , the microearthquakes can be loc-

ated on either side of a line through the two OBS stations. In Figure

6 we show the epicentral locations of the microear thquakes with respect

to the basement contours and the OBS positions . The two possible bc -

• ations (closed and open circles) for each of the microearthquakes are

plotted in Figure 6. Even with the limited recording int erval of 5

days, it may be significant that a simple transform fault parallel to

the east—west spr eading direction at this latitud e (Macdonald , 1977;

Schroeder, 1977] is not delineated by microearthquakes. Nevertheless,

it is possible that microearthquakes occurring near the instruments,

and too small to be located by both instruments, represent simple

transform faulting . The linear trend of either zone of microearthquakes

(closed and open circles) in Figure 6, if the microearthquakes are

associated with the same system of faults, suggests that faulting at

the junction may not occur parallel to the present spreading direction.

Note that , regardless of the choice of epicentral location for each

inicroear thqua ke, seismic activity near the junction of the median val—

• 
• icy with the transform valley occur s over an area several kilometers

1
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wide, since, in addition to the seven located events , ther e is also

consid erable seismic activity in the inmiediate vicinity of each OBS.

When seismic activity near the instruments is included , microearthquakes

occur over an area at least 7 km wide, if all the microearthqu akes

were located on one side of the array , or over an area up to 14 km

wide, if microearthquakes were located on both sides of the array .

The ambiguity In epicentral locations can be resolved, if the

bathy metry is known, from the additional information given by the

travel—time differences of the and P phases (R1—P) . Francis et al.

[1977] also use (R 1—P) times to locate micorearthquakes recorded by

an array of two OBS ’s. The method we use here differs from that of

Francis at al., since we have better control on the crustal structure

near the sites of our OBS ’s than Francis et al.

Because the ray—path for crosses the sea—floor about 2 km from

an OBS (for reasonable crustal models) , the velocity structure near

the OBS has the greater effect on (R~ —P) times. Thus, we use a

velocity model of the central valley near OBS 1 that we derive from

the refraction data to test for locations of the events with respect

to OBS 1. This crustal model, discussed later , consists of a dipping

layer over a half—space. We assume that the main refractor (the boun-

dary of the half—space) of the crustal. model is a plane in three—

dimensions near OBS 1. This way we can vary the app arent dip of the

main refractor to compute (R1—P) timea for events from dif f erent

directions . •

We calculate (R1—P) times for sources located at depths above and

below the main refractor , In cases where the refractor dips away from

the 03$, (R..1—P) times are equal to or greater than 5.13 sec. The
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observed (R1—P) times for the seven events are between 4.91 sec and

5.05 sec. Only cases with refractors that dip towards the 03$ satisfy

the observed (R1—P) t imes. Travel times of first arrivals from shots

fir ed along the south profile of the refraction experiment (Figure 2)

over the transform valley require (if the retractions from these shots

propagate along the same refractor derived for the velocity model of

the central valley) that the refractor beneath OBS 1 dips toward s the

SE. These results imply that epicenters SE of OBS 1 cannot satisfy

the observed (R1—P) times and that all of the epicenters are located

north of the OBS array in a zone that trends NE.

If all of the seven epicenters occurred south of the two OBS ’s,

they define a zone trending WNW along the base of the south wall of the

fracture zone (open circles in Figure 6). In this area the south wall

of the fracture zone trends N74°W (Fox et al., 1978). If the WNW zone

of epicenters is associated with a system of faults with the same

type of faulting, it is reasonable to assume that these epicenters bad

left—lateral , strike—slip faulting mechanisms on faul t planes that are

nearly vertical . First motions from all seven of the microear thq uakea

wer e clearly dilatatio nal at both of the OBS’s (e.g., Figure 7). Even

with the possible effect  of a complex velocity structure on the varia-

tion of the take—off angles of P waves at the focal sphere, the first

motion observations are not consistent with the assumed faulting

mechanism. Instead , compressiona l first motions would be recorded by

the OBS ‘5 for epicenters with a left—lateral , strike -slip faulting

mechanism. Although the first—mo t ion data do not favor a choice of

- • epicentral locations south of the OBS ’s for all seven of the micro—

ear thquakes , the data do not preclude epicent ral locations south of
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the instruments on a WNW tr end .

The microearthquake locations in Figure 6 (closed circles) are

located in an area where the west wall of the median valley is

indistinguishable from the north wall of the transform. The epi-

centers app ear to define a linear zone of fault ing up to 12 km in

length and about 3 km wide that trends NE. If these microearthquakes

are associated with a zone of faults with the same type of fault ing,

then the trend of the earthquakes suggest faulting oblique to the

local strike of the median valley , the transform valley and the

present—day , east—west direction of spread ing fMacdonald, 1977;

F Schro eder , 1977) . Locatin g these events with any reasonable corn—

- 
- 

pression al velocity or focal depth although changing the angle of the

zone of earthquakes with the main physiographic features, still re-

sults in an oblique trend.

In Figur e 8 epicenters are plotted on a physiographic map by

Schroed er (1977] of the intersection of the median valley with the

transform fault . Epicenters in Figur e 8 are located along the trend s —

of the major scarps that form the inner wall above the median and

transform valleys , suggesting that these scarps are presently active

features. Microearthquakes located in the median valley at 37° N

cluster at the first and second steps of the inner wall LMacdonald and

Luyendyk, 1977]. The relief of the scarps in Figure 8 appear s to

result from the step—like arrangenent of tilted blocks that dip towards

the inner floor with gradients of 10° to 40° LSchroeder , 1977] . The
— j . r

strike of scarps along the walls of the median valley ~ the side of

the transform gradually bend around, following the contour s as the

transform—spreading intersection is approached . Scarps along the walls

___________ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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• on the opposite (east ) side of the median valley do not bend as the

fracture zone is approached (Figures 6 and 8). Small faults in the

inner floor of the r i f t  axis at the transform—spreading intersection

with transform A at 37°N cut across bathy metr ic contour s and do not

bend around as the intersection is approached (Macdonald and Luyendyk,

• 1977].

The association of epicenters with the scarps along the inner wall

north of the Oceanographer transform suggest that the microearthquakes

may have focal mechanisms of the normal fault type. Normal faulting

along the oblique scarps in Figur e 8 could contribute to the relief of

the north wall of the transform . Fir st-motion data observed at the

03$’ s, however, are not adequate to solve for the focal mechanisms of

these events. Nevertheless, first motions of P arrivals, because of

the distribution of the aicroearthquak.s relative to the OBS ’ s, can

elia1n-ste several types of faulting.

As asxitiomsd earlier , first motions of P arrivals from all of the

microearthquak.s are clearly dilatational at both of the OBS ‘s. There-

fore , these events do not have left—lateral, strike—slip mechanisms

• with strikes para llel to the pr esent-day direction of spreading or

parallel to the mapped fault scarp s, since different first motions

would be detected at 03$ 1 and OBS 3 for several of the events. The

first motions are , however , consistent with left—lateral , strike -slip

mechanisms that have strikes with the same trend as the entire NE-

trending zone of micro .ar thquaks s. Alter natively , observed first

motions are consistent with norma l faulti ng of any strike if the P

waves leave the bottom portion of the f ocal—sphere.

— ,_~~~~~~•~~~~~ .__~ — — -  
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TELESEI~ (IC OBSERVATIONS

Ear thquakes Along the Transform

Fault—p lane solutions have been ~r~i’4 ned for two ear thquakes

on the Oceanographer fracture zone. These two solutions represent

the only earthquakes for which focal—mechanism solutions could be

studied, using only body-wave data from WWSSN and the Canadian

Seismograph Network , from 1962 until December 1976. The basic tech-

niques used are discussed by Sykes (1967] and Isacks et al. (1969] .

The focal—mechanism solution of one of the earthquakes , May 1974, was

published by Sykes (1967], Weidner and Aki (1973] and Udias et al.

• 

- 

( 1976] .

The fault—plane solution for the earthquake of 17 May 1964

(event 1) is a lef t—lateral , strike—slip solution . The nodal plane

that represents transform faulti ng, determined from both body and

• surface wave data [!yk ss, 1967 ; Weidner and Aki , 1973; Udias et a l.,

1976], trends approximately east—west • The focal—mechanism solution

of Sykes (Figur e 9) has a nodal plane trending N86°E. The strike of

this uodal plan. is constrained within 15° to 20° ( Sykes , personal

c~~~~’rication3 . The solution of Udias et .1., with a N90°E nodal

plane , is constrained about the same amount. Analysis of the spectra

of Rayleigh waves for this event by Weidner and Aki indicate that nodal

planes trending east—west and north—south are constrained within 10’

(see Figure 9 of Weidner and Aki , 1973]. We re—.~~mined seismograms

-
. fr om stations loca ted near the nodal planes of this event to see if

any better cons traints could be placed on the fault—plane solution by

~~~~~ —•- —~ — •—.•—~~~~—-- ——- — —-—--•— —— —~ •— —•- -•-•- —•——--—- •---•-- — .—-—
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the data . We conclude that the published solutions accura tely define

the nodal plane. of this event . Specif ically , the nodal plane that

defines the present tran sform fault , cannot be more than abou t 8’

north of vest . (SH~ and other stations north of SHA def initely record

co.prsssional arr ivals.)

The fault—plan. solution for the earthquAke of 17 April 1974

(event 3) is also consistent with the left—lateral, str ike—slip solu-

tion of event 1. As Figure 10 shows, the nodal planes for this event

is constrained too poorly by the body—wave data to make specific

conclusions about the tectonics. A study of the amplitude spectra of

the Rayleigh waves of this event, however, confirm a strike—slip

solution for the event (S. K. Ho, personal coununication]. The pre—

l1ii4n~~y surface wave analysis for that event by Ho suggests that the

east—west trending nodal plane is approximately constrained between

N80°E and N84°E.

Schroeder (1977] and Fox et al. (1978], recently published a

detailed contour map of basiment along the Oceanographer fracture zone .

This map is presented in Figure 11 along with the solution of the

earthquake of May 1964 and the ISC locations of events 1 and 3. The

Oceanographer transform is a composite of a N74’W trend along most of

the transform and a possible N88’W trend near the ridge axes (Fox et

al., 1978]. Th. solution in Figure ii. of event 1 (strike—slip mach—

a iim) shows that slip is oblique to the N74’W trend of the center of

the fracture zone. (See also Figure 9.) The direction of slip for

this earthquake, however, is comparable with the present-day direction

of spreading and suggests that the central portion of the transform is

under compression fSchro.dsr, 1977; Fox st 51., 1978].

I 
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I

REFRACTION SURVEY

The purpose of the refraction experiment was to provid e an est i-

mate of the velocity structure of the upper crust beneath the instru-

ments in the central valley of the transform to aid in the location of

microearthquakes recorded by the instruments and to locate the posi-

tions of the instruments. Unfortunately, we did not have enough 
-- -

instruments or long enough profiles to obtain the information needed

to derive a detailed velocity øtructure for this complex area . Never-

theless, even this limited data set was useful and several interesting

observations are made from this data .

Time—distance plots for OBS 1 of the four refraction profiles
- 

(corrected for topography) are presented in Figure 12. Least—squares

solutions for apparent velocity and intercept times of the travel—time

lines plotted in this figure are listed in Table 1 along with the co-

efficient (dt/dh) used to correct for the effect of topography.

Travel—time data from the east and west profiles are used to estimate

the crustal structure beneath OBS 1. A discussion of the analysis of

the travel—time data is in - the Appendix. The crustal model of the

transform valley consists of a 3.0 Ian/sec layer, 1 Ian thick , over a

5.6 Ia/s.c refractor dipping 20 towards the east.

West Profile 
-

This profile has a prominent shadow zone for ground wave arrivals.

Figur e 14 shows a reduc ed record section of seismograms recorded on

the hydrophone channel of 03$ 1. These seismograms are hand—digitized

t __ — --
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fro m before the first arriva l to the arrival time of the direct water

wave. The amplitudes of the seismograms on the record section are

uncorrected for geometrical spreading and shot size. For this profile

a shot size of 1.4 kg was used for ranges less than 8 km and 2.5 kg

was used for greater ranges . Since the shot size is constant for

ranges greater than 8 Ian , the variation in amplitudes on the record

section is not explained by variations in shot size. Thus, crustal
F 

structure is probably the cause of the shadow zone on the record sec-

tion. This suggests that either signif icant lateral changes in

seismic properties occur in the crust beneath the shooting track or

that a velocity reversal occurs at some depth in the crust beneath

the valley of the transform. Because we have observations at only one

instrument, we cannot prove either hypothesis conclusively. Neverthe-

less, we present arguments that suggest that lateral variation in

seismic properties of the crust can explain the occurrence of the

shadow zone.

Shadow zones as large as the one we observe have not been uetected

by refraction surveys over areas of oceanic crust that presumably are

associated with velocity reversals in the crust [see Orcutt et al.,

1976] . Nevertheless, it is possible to have a velocity structure in

• th. crust that can generate a shadow zone as large as we observe (about

8 Ia) if the velocity at the base of a low velocity zone (LVZ) is

only slightly greater than that of the velocity of the Lid of the LVZ

(about 0.1 Ia/sac). A velocity structure like this, if there are no

sharp velocity contrasts at the base of the LVZ, would also explain

the lack of other energy from, for example, reflections returning to

th. sea—floor . One fea tur e, however, that is counon to all velocity

Li -• —U—--— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — -,—- ~— -~ ~~~~~~~~~ -—~~~~~ &--——-—-— —-- — — -- 
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structures with a LVZ Is that th . apparent velocity of rays that

penetrate the LVZ and return to the surface is greater than or equal

to the apparent velocity of rays that graz. the top of the LVZ.

We measured the travel Upe~ of first arrivals with r anges from

18.8 Ia and 21.5 Ia to calculate th. apparent velocity of these

arrivals. Arr ivals at these ranges should penetrate a LVZ if it

exists. Several of the first arrivals are ergent and their travel

times are subject to some error . Therefore , we corr elate the phases

of larger amplitude arrivals that correspond to the oscillation of the

bubble pulse of the first arrivals to obtain a more accurate estimate

of the arrival time of the first arrivals. The apparent velocity of

these arrivals is 5.1 Ian/sec. This apparent velocity is less than that

calculated fnr first arrivals (5.9 lan/sec) at ranges less than the

beginning of the shadow zone. It is therefore unlikely that a simple,

flat—layered model is responsible for the shadow zone we observ e on

the west profile. It appears that the cause of the shadow zone may

be a result of a laterally varying structure.

The shooting track of the west profile crosses over the base of

a protrusion on the north wall of the transform (dashed line in Figur e

2). This protrusion displays itself in the bath ymetry beneath the

shooting track as a lar ge ridge. Inspection of return echoes on pre-

cision depth recordings (3.5 kBz ) suggest that th . surface of the

protrusion is rough and is probably heavily faulted. The outline of

this featur e on the precision dep th records is def ined by a series of

hyperbola. The portion of the protrusion beneath the shooting track

lies between 7 Ia and 18 km in ra nge from OBS 1. This is approxi—

mat.ly the same range interval over which the shadow zone occurs.

- • • ••~~~~~• r n —--— •- - •~~~ •• -~~~ 
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This is shown in Figure 15 by the locations wher e rays (near vertical

lines) from shots f i red at r anges corresponding to the edge of the

shadow zone penetrate the sea—floor • Thus, if the shadow zone is the

result of lateral changes in seismic properties along the shooting

trac k , these changes are probably associated with this protrusion.

We try to determ ine in a general way if lateral changes in velo-

city structure can account for the general features of the record 
-

-
• sett ion. There are several features of the record section that a

model must take into account. They are: first and second arrivals are

observed at ranges less than 10 lan; first and second arrivals dis-

app ear at ranges greater than 10 Ia over a very shor t distance (less

than 1 Ia); ground waves with small amplitudes gradually reappear at

15 km and have largsr amplitudes at ranges greater than 18 Ia ; first

- arrivals at ranges greater than 18 km are delayed with respect to the

first arrivals that occur at ranges less than 10 Ian .

In the following we present a model to show that lateral changes

in velocity structur e can explain the above observations. Since this

profile is unreversed we cannot hope to solve for a unique model.

Therefore , this model is by necessity simple and is meant to r epresent

a class of models that can be interpreted in a general way.

Figure 15 shows a stru ctur e section that explain s the main fea-

tures of the record section . This model was tested by ray trac ing

to see if a shadow zone could be created with the same dimensions as

the one on the record section. This model is very similar to the

crustal model of the central valley except that a lateral change in

velocity occurs beneath the protrusion. This change is represented

by a block of material that is thicker than the low velocity (3.0

—--—--- — _
~~~
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Ia/sac ) surfac e layer of the velocity model of the central valley ,

that has a velocity greater than 4 Ia/sec and that produc es travel

time delays of the right magnitude (0.28 to 0.5 sec) for arrivals at

ranges greater than 18 lan . This model also produc es the abrupt dis—

• appearance of both first and second arrivals at 10 Ia , since rays from

greater ranges will cross the boundary of the block at angles greater

than critical f or first and second arrivals . Rays from shots fir ed

over the block are reflected from the main refrac tor (5.6 Ia/sec) of

the central valley into the water column before reaching the receiver .

Only at ranges greater than 15 km do rays reflected from the main

refractor begin to reach the receiver . These rays are interpreted as

producing small amplitude arrivals observed on the record section at

ranges between 15 and 18 Ia. In practice, scattering and refraction

within the block could instead produce the weak arrivals at these

ranges . Large amplitud e arr ivals at ranges greater than 18 Ian on the

record section are easily explained by retractions that pass through

the western boundary of the block.

DISCUSSION A1~D CONCLUSIONS

Pox at al. 11978] consider that the N88°E trend accurately des-

cribes the morphology of the younger wall of the transform for a dis-

tance of 25 Ia near the intersections of the transform with the rid ge

axis (Figur e U). Their interpretation appear s to be an over—

siinplication since the bathymetry of the transform near the ridge on

• Figure 11 shows no single tr end for any appr eciable distance. In fact ,

• many of the bathymetric contours on the younger wall of the transform 
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actually cut across the N88°E trend of Fox et al. Considering the

resolution of the basement shown in Figure 11, we prefer to interpret

the morphology of the transform valley near the ridge axis without

any single trend • We suggest the plate boundary here is complicated.

• 
This interpretation is more consistent with the observed wid e zone of

microearthqu ake activity , the occurrence of a microearth quake swarm,

widening of the transform valley and bending of the traces of fault

scarps near the junction with the ridge axis . A more detailed study

of the basement, however, may show localized structural trends that

parallel the present—day direction of spreading .

Fault scarps and microear th quake epicenters in Figure 8 suggest

a gradual transition of the strike of faults between the median valley

and the transform valley on the scale of at least 20 kin . The gradual

transition of faulting , also exhibited by the wide zone of microea rt h—

queu es (at least 7 km wide) at the junction of the transform with the

median valley, may be characteristic of the junction of a transform

under compressional stresses. Two other transforms in the North

Atlantic , one lar ger and the other smaller than the Oceanographer trans—

• form, have active plate boundaries that appear to be narrower than the

Oceanographer transform. Furthermore , these transforms also exhibit

a sharper transition from aceretionary tectonics to strike—slip

tectonics than the Oceanographer tra nsform . These trans form s are

apparently not under compression as a result of chang ing directions

of spreading.

The Vase transform at U’N offsets the mid—Atlantic ridge about

• 300 km (Van Andel at al., 1971) . At the Vase fracture zone, accretion—

ary tectonics are tr ansformed into str ike—slip tectonics within a
r

-— — —— —- — — —
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I
distance of less than 10 km and the active trace of the transform is

narrow, less than 2 Ian wide , as shown by 3.5 kliz traverses over sedi-

ments in the transform [Eittreim and Ewing, 1975] . Along fracture

zone A at 37°N, which offsets the median valley about 20 Ian [Arcyana,

1975] , the active plate boundary is abou t 1 km wide [Macdonald and

Luyendyk, 1977] and continues up to the intersection of the transform

with the center of the median valley [Reid and Macdonald, 1973].

The observations of micorearthquakes by Reid (19761 and Prothero

at al., (1976) for the junction of the Rivera fracture zone with the

East Pacific Rise , suggest that the above comparison between transform

junctions in the North Atlantic may be too simplistic . Reid and

Prother o et al. observe that the transition of faulting between the

western portion of the transform with the rise is gradual and occurs

along several en echelon faults. The western portion of the Rivera

transform is not under compression tReid, 1976] .

Another explanation of the seismicity observed at the junction

is based on a comparison of the observed faulting at the junction to

faulting observed in clay model experiments of transform faulting

• [Courtillot et al., 1974; Whitmarsh and Laughton, 1976] .

Trends of the fault scarps and microearthquakes in Figure 8 are

about 30° to 50° from the east—west direction of spreading. Whitmarsh

and Laughton 1 1976] observe on side—scan sonar ii~osaics oblique faulting

• trending 15° to 350 and 30° to 60° from the spreading direction on

small transform faults in the FAM(XIS area at 37°N. Searle and Laught on 
• 

- 

-

(1977] also observe on their side—scan sonar mosaics faulting 8° to

38 oblique to the spreading direction along the Kurchatov fracture

zone at 4O°30’N on the mid—At lan tic ridge. Francis et al. [1977], from
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an OBS experiment near 37°N, observe inicroearthquakes with a linear

pattern 6 Ian in length that intersects the eastern portion of a small 4

transform at an angle of about 31°. All of these studies suggest tha t

the wrench fault model (e.g., Wilcox et al., 1973] may explain their

observations . In this model “Riede]. shears” are typically oriented

at angles of 200 or less to the direction of pure shear and tensional

faulting is at angles between 30° and 60° to the direction of shearing.

This model also predicts normal faults near the intersection with the

rift valleys that bend away from the rift valley and reach angles of

approximately 450 to the spreading direction [Cortillot et al., 1974].

The normal faults predicted by the model are r emarkably similar to

the active fault scarps in Figure 8 with strikes that bend towards the

transform valley as the intersection is approached .

Since oblique faulting appears to be characteristic of a dis-

continuous stage of deformation in the wrench fault model , Sear le and

Laughton [1977] argue that the entire portion of small transforms

between the adjacen t rift valleys are probably kep t in a state of

initial shear’ with the continual renewal of young sea—floor by

intrusion and extrusion of magmas at the nearby junctions of the frac-

ture zones with the spr eading centers • If the wrench fault model is

applicabl , near the junction of the Oceanographer transform with the

median valley , because of the continual renewal of young- sea—f loor ,

then the oblique fault ing observed in Figur e 8 is not necessarily

characteristic of a transform under ccstpressional stresses .

Schroed er [1977) and Pox at al. [1978] observe northeast trending

cusps In the bathy metry of the north wall of the Oceanog rapher tuna—

form that disrupt the continuity of the north wall. A detailed bathy—
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metric survey (ab out 10 in contour interval) of the north wall or the

transform recently conducted by French workers using a multi—narrow

beam system (SEAEEAN) confirms the existence of the large identations

on the north wall. Furthermore , the survey also delineates a series

of smaller fractures on the north wall with similar trends as the

cusps observed by Schroeder and Fox at a].. (P. Fox and D. Needham,

written coimnunication, 1978].

Schroeder (1977] hypothesized that the lar ge cusps on the north

wall are related to offsets (left—lateral) of the central valley of

the transform (I and II in Figure 6) and that they form a zone of

fractures colinear with the trace of the offsets . The features identi—

ified by Schroeder are shown by the dashed lines In Figure 6 and 11.

Schroeder and Fox et al. [1978] interpret these features as second—

order faults that r espond to stresses resul ting from the adjusting

transf orm. He suggests that most of the plate motion along the tra ns—

form is accomodated by adjustment fractures parallel to the present—

day direction of spreading (Menard and Atwater, 1968] near the ridge

intersections and by mot ton along the N74°W trend near the center of

the transform with some motion on the second—order faults. If the

second—order faults are resp onding to the adjusting transform, it

is reasonable to expect microear thquake activity along these features.

We did not observe any microeart hquake activity along the second—ord er

faults delineated in Figures 6 and 11. Events of the same size as the

events we located should be detected if they occurred along I and along

the NE portion of II Lu Figure 6.

The trend of the located events in Figur e 6 is similar to the

trend of I and the micorearthq uakes appear to be a possible extension
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of I. These are , however , not valid reasons for suggesting that the

second-order features are seismically active since the trend of the

zone of microearthquakes is sensitive to the velocity used to locate

the events. A different velocity model could easily change the trend

of the zone of microearthquakes from the trend of I. Thus, the hypo-

thesis that the second—order features are responding to a transform

under compression cannot be confirmed by the limited observations.

• In si ary, the focal—mechanism solution of a teleseismic earth-

quake and the inferred east—west direction of spreading suggest that

the N74°W trending portion of the Oceanog rapher transform is und er

compressional stresses acting across its structural trends. The micro—

earthquake observations near the eastern junction of the transform

with the median valley are consistent with this suggestion but do not

confirm it. Local observations of fault scarps and microearthq uake

activity near the central portion (N74°W trending section) of the

transform could provide a test to confirm the hypothesis.
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TABLE I — APPARENT VELOCITIES AND TIME INTERCEPTS

Second Arrivals First Arr ivals
V3 T3 dt /dh

Profile (ke/sec ) (sec) (lan/sac) (sac) (sec/lan )

West 3.O3 ~ 2.6l~ 5.93 3.11 
- 

0.45

East ——— ———— 5.29 p 
3.O3~ • 

0.45

North ———— ——— 6.50 3.39 0.60

South —— ——— 4~35* 3.13* 0.65

* Poor l y determined

t Forced
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Location map of study area on the mid—Atlantic ridge an

the FAMOUS area . Hachured box is the area of the OBS

experim ent. Dep th in meter s , after Fox et a1. [1978] .

Figure 2: Location of refraction experiment. Triangles ar e OBS -

locations • Thic k lines represent the shootin g tracks .

Contour interval is in corrected meters. Bathymetry

(meters ) adapted from Schroeder (1977]. Depths less than

2000 m are denoted by open dots. Stipples denote depths

gr eater than 3600 in.

Figure 3: Plot of the cumula tive number of events recorded by OBS 1

and OBS 3 near the inter section of the Oceano gra pher trans-

form with the northern rift axis • The event rate is about

15 to 20 event s per day . Note that OBS 3 detected a small

swarm on day 337. On day 335 there is a sudden increase

in the activity at OBS 3.

Figure 4: Number of events as a function of time at OBS 3.

Figure 5: hample seismograms of two microearthquakes recorded at

OHS 1. The vertical , horizontal and hydrophone traces are

denoted by V , HZ , and HP , respectively . Labeled phases

are discussed in the text. The noise on the HP trace is
4- -

a result of the playback electronics. a) Event at 1.535

(~4T on day 338 (not located). b) Event at 0205 Q4T on

day 337.
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Figure 6: Basement contours of eastern part of Oceanographer trans-

form fault adapted from Schroeder at al. [1977] along with

OHS positions (triangles), satellite fixes used to locate

OBS positions (squares) , prefered (solid circles) and

alternative (open circles) locations of microearthquake

epicenters. Choices of epicentral locations are explained

in text. Thick , dashed lines represent fault zones in—

f erred by Schroeder et al. from offsets (I and II) in the

transform valley (hachured area) and from changes in the

basement contours on the walls of the transform fault.

Depths to basement less than 200 in are stippled .

Figure 7: Seismograms of different earthquakes showing clear

dilatational first motions (down) at arrow of P waves

recorded by a hydrophone (HP) on OBS 1 and a vertical

geophone (V) on OHS 3. The ranges of the earthquakes from

O B S 3 a n d OBS l are 7.9 lan and l6.2 1an.

Figur e 8: Physiographic provinces near the intersection of the

northern rift valley with the eastern portion of the

Oceanographer transform [adapted from Schroeder, 1977] .

Note the change in the trends of major scarps . Closed

circles are aicroearthquake epicenters located by the OHS

array (triangles).

•1 Figure 9: Focal—mechanism solution of earthquake of 17 May 1964

(event 1) on equal—area projection of the lower hemi—

sphere of the focal sphere. North and east correspond 
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to top and right of projection, respectively . Closed and

open symbols represent coinpressional and dilatational

first motions , respec tively . Squar es denote da ta re—

P!v~m f ned for this study. Circles are data determined by

Sykes [1967]. Crosses indicate nodal arrivals. Only

long—period data are used for the solution . Nodal planes

determined by Sykes denoted by solid lines. Large, dashed

line shows the major N74°W trend of the Oceanographer

transform. Smaller symbols indicate unreliable data.

F~gur e 10: Focal—mechanism solution of earthquake of 17 April 1974

(event 3).  Same projection of data and symbols as in

Figure 9. Polarization of S wave is shown be line. Large

circles indicate choice of first motions determined from

long and short—p er iod seismograms. Small circles indicate

unreliable readings of first motions (sane are short—

period readings) . Choice of polarity based oüly on long—

period seismograms is indicated by squares . For compari—

son , the solution of the earthquake of 17 May 1964 by

Sykes [1967] is denoted by shor t , dashed lines .

Figure 11: Basement contours of the Oceanographer transform (200 a

• contour interval). Interpr etation of present trends,

relic trends and ‘second—order ’ faults for the fracture

zone are by Schroeder [1977]. Small dots are micorea rth—

-~ quake spic.nters located by the OHS array . Focal—

mechanism solutions of events 1 and 3. The solution of 
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event 3 (shown in Figure 10) is assumed to be the same

• as event 1 (shown in Figure 9). Locations of earthquakes

• by the International Seismological Centre (ISC) .

Figure 12: Time—distance data from the refraction profiles recorded

by OBS 1 and bathymetry beneath shooting track. Travel

times (TT) are corr ected for topography. Least—squares

lines are calculated from travel—time data represented by

closed circles . A prominent shadow zone occurs at ranges

between 10 and 18 ke along the vest profile. a) West

- 

- 

• profile. b) South , north and east profiles .

Figure 13: Ray—traced residuals for first arrivals of the vest pro-

file. Travel—time differences between observed first

arrivals of west profile (uncorrected for topography) and

rays trac ed through three crustal models that include the

topography beneath the west profile are plotted as a func-

tion of range. Vertical line at 3 Ion is standard error

for reading first arrivals. Symbols denote average

velocity used for the sea-bed layer in each model.

Figure 14: Reduced record section of refracted arrivals recorded from

western line by the hydrophone of OBS 1 and bathymetry

beneath shooting track. The reducing velocity is 6

lan/sec. The amplitudes are not corrected for ranges or

shot size and are compressed . The shot size is the same

for distances greater than 8 Ian . The seismogra ms are

digitized before the first arrival to the water—wave
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APP~~~fl

In this paper we use travel—time data alone to interpret the data .

The instruments were not designed for the quantitative analys is of

— amplitudes [McDonald et al., 1917] . Furthermore, as shown for the west

profile, the detailed velocity structure beneath the entire area of our

experiment is probably too complex to be well constrained by our re—

— fraction data because of possible lateral changes in structure. Thus,

existing methods for computing synthetic seismograms , since they assume

lateral homogeneity , are of limited use here.

Kennett and Orcutt [1976] and Whitmarsh (1978] discussed the pro-

bisms in marine refraction associated work with the assumption of uni—

form layers or continuously varying velocity gradients as a velocity-

depth model. Orcutt et al. ~1976] and Keimberger and Morris f 1969]

presented models of the upper oceanic crust , using both amplitude and

travel time analysis, that suggest that strong velocity gradients exist

in the upper oceanic crust • We do not have the information to discrim-

inate between these models her e and, for simplicity, assume a velocity— -~ -

depth model with uniform layers that can be compared with other work in

the literature.

Seismograms and Time—Distance Plots

S.isaograms of OBS 1 coasonly exhibit two ground wave arrivals

prior to the arrival of the direc t water wave. First arrivals , though

• detected by all the components , have the best signal—to—noise ratios

on the hydrophon. ~hsnnel. Consequently, all travel time measursmsnta
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are made on that channel • The standard errors in picking first

arrivals, average about 0.03 sec on all the profiles for ranges less

than 10 lan. Corrections to the origin times of the shots, the static

corrections, have errors that rarely exceed 0.02 sec and are usually

• 
- 

much less .

Second arrivals c only have large amplitudes on the horizontal

and the hydrophone channels . The amplitudes of the second arrivals

are generally larger than those of the first arrivals. The large

amplitudes of the second arrivals on the horizontal channels compared

to those arrivals on the vertical channels suggest that the second

arrival propagates as a compressional wave at shallower depths below

the sea—floor than the first arrivals. The large amplitudes of the

second arrivals also suggest that these waves are propagating through

crust with a velocity gradient flCennett and Orcutt, 1976]. The stan—

• dard error in picking the second arrival is at least 0.05 sec and

usually is much larger. Interference with phases that correspond to

the bubble—pulse oscillation of the first arrival is partially res-

ponsible for the larger error in picking the second arrival.

We correct the travel times for the bottom relief along the

seismic profiles using the method discussed by Whitmarsh [1975] . This

method retains the water layer and flattens the sea—bed to a hori -

zontal datum, here, the water depth of the OBS. This kind of topo-

graphic correction is sensitive to the velocity of the material

causing the bottom relief • We varied the velocity of the sea—floor

until we found the value of the correction coefficient, dt/dh, that

minimized the root—mean—square (RMS) of the travel time residuals for

each group of arrivals that we interpret to have the same apparent
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velocity. This method assumes that the refracting horizons approxi-

mate planes. Another method, used by Kennett and Orcutt (1976] ,

rsmoves the water layer and assumes that velocity surfaces parallel •

the sea—floor. Each of the above methods represent different assump-

tions about the velocity struc tu re of the ear th . The method of

Whit marsh , however , has the same effect on apparent velocities as that

used by Kennett and Or cutt when the value of dt/dh approaches its

~~~~~~imim for a given refractor . That is, when the variation in travel

times is a function of the velocity contrast of the water and the

refrac tor .

Time—distance data for OBS 1, corrected for topography, in Figure

12 show the apparent velocities computed from some of the time—distance

data are probably meaningless. There is considerable scatter in the

first arrivals and second arrivals of the east line and the second

arrivals of the nor th line. The effect of the topographic corrections

on the travel—time residuals for the above mentioned data is consistent

with this conclusion. For the various topographic corrections applied

to the first and second arrivals of the east line (0.02 < dt/dh <

0.65) the scatter of the arrival—time residuals actually increased.

Topographic corrections applied to second arrivals of the west line do

not produce a minimum in the travel—time residuals. The south line

has too few arrivals for the short interval of ranges along this pro—

file for there to be any confidence in correctly interpreting apparent

velocities from th. data of this line.

It is possibl , to compute apparent velocities that we can inter—

pr et in terms of a lay.r.d model I or first arrivals of the north

profile and west profile (arrivals from shots less than 10 lan) . For

- ~— -~~ -—~~- -_- - -  - - -
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the travel—time data of these two profiles there is a value of dt/dh

that gives a distinct minimum in the travel time residuals. These

data show the importance of app lying the proper travel time corrections

to calcu late app arent velocities in areas with rough topography. For

example, apparent velocities calculated for first ar rivals from the

west profile vary from .5.4 he/sec to 6 . 7  lan/sec for correction co-

efficients between 0.65 sec/lan and 0.2 sec/lan. The correc t dt/dh

yields an apparent velocity of 5.9 he/sec. The time intercepts, how-

ever, are less sensitive to the value of dt/dh. Apparent velocities

corresponding to the minimum RMS of the travel—time residuals of first

arrivals for the north and vest lines are listed in Table I.

Crustal Model of the Transform Valley

It is difficult to estimate the actua l velocity of the material

that lies above the main retracting horizon (main refractor) in the

central valley of the transform since there is some uncertainty in

calculating the apparent velocity and time intercept for second arriv-

als of the west profile. For the purpose of solving for the actual

velocity of th. main refractor we use as an initial guess the apparent

velocity of the second arrivals calculated from the same dt/dh

(0.45 sec/he) used to calculate the apparent velocities of the first

arrivals along the west profile, since solving for the actual velo—

city of the main refractor is quits insensitive to our choice for the

average velocity of th. upper layer

To estimate the v.locity of the main retractor in the central

valley we assume that the apparent velocities are controll.d, to a

_  - - - - —
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first approx imation , by dip . Travel times from first arrival s on the

east profile are combined with the west profile to form a split pro—

file. Again, we chose to use app arent velocities for first arrivals

on the east profile (arrivals with rang es less than 6.5 he and not

severely affected by the rough relief along this profile) calculated

from dt/dh equal to 0.45 sec/he. This topographic correction gives an

intercept time that satisfies the assumption of a split prof ile within

the errors of the intercept times implying that we have some control

on the velocity of the main refractor • The actua l velocity determ ined

this way is 5.6 km/sec.

The depth and dip of the main retractor beneath OBS 1 is more

dep endent upon the average velocity of the material above it than the

velocity La . Consequentl y, we solve for the dep th and dip of the

main refractor several times using velocities of 2.5, 3.0 and 3.5

he/sec for the layer above the main refractor . We trace ray s through

several cruata l models that include the topography of the sea—floor

beneath the west profile and the depths and dips of the main refractor

that we calculate earlier . Total travel times of the traced rays for

each model are sub tracted from observed travel times, uncorr ected for

topo graphy , to compute resid uals for the models .

Travel—time residuals for each model are plotted in Figure 13.

A model with an average velocity of 3.0 he/sec for the layer gives

residuals that are within th. stand ard error (vertical line in Figur e

13) of trav el-time pick.. Thus , a crusta l model beneath OBS I that

satisfies the observed travel timsa consists of a 3.0 he/s.c layer ,

1 he thick, over a 5.6 km/s.c refractor dipping 2’ towards the east.
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